
Emekyemez Mah.,  
Çam Sokak No:6, Sishane-Beyoglu 

 +90 212 255 40 50         info@molagalata.com 
 
 

 
Please, feel free to 
write us on 
WhatsApp  
+90 533 732 12 02  
if you would like to 
get the exact location 
before coming. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
from SABİHA GÖKÇEN AIRPORT (SAW) 

● SHUTTLE BUS + METRO: 5$ |1,5hr 
You can find transfer buses from 
Airport to Taksim Square at the exit 
from the airport. The last station of 
Havabus is Taksim Square near 
"Taksim" metro station. 
You need to travel by metro one 
station from "Taksim" to "Sishane".  
To exit the metro, follow the signs 
"Sishane", as you up follow through 
the small park down towards to the water,  turn to left from the street of "Talasci Sokak".  
Our hotel is about 200 meters / 3min by walking from "Şişhane" Metro Station. 
  

● TAXI / UBER: 25-30$ |1hr 
Yellow city taxi can be found at the exit from the airport, the final cost of the trip will be 
calculated by the taximeter. Your final destination address is 
Emekyemez Mahallesi, Çam Sokak No:6, Sishane-Beyoglu 

mailto:info@molagalata.com


from ISTANBUL AIRPORT (IST) 
● SHUTTLE BUS+METRO: 4$ |1,5hr 

You can find transfer buses (IST 19) from Airport to Taksim 
Square at the exit from the airport. Your stop is Taksim Square 
near "Taksim" metro station. 
You need to travel by metro one station from "Taksim" to 
"Sishane".  
To exit the metro, follow the signs "Sishane", as you up follow 
through the small park down towards to the water,  turn to left 
from the street of "Talasci Sokak".  
Our hotel is about 200 meters / 3min by walking from 
"Şişhane" Metro Station.  
 

● TAXI / UBER : 25-30$ |1hr 
Yellow city taxi can be found at the exit from the airport, the final cost of the trip will be 
calculated by the taximeter. Your final destination address is 
Emekyemez Mahallesi, Çam Sokak No:6, Sishane-Beyoglu 

 


